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These resources are broken down into the following sections for you to pick and choose an 
appropriate level of engagement for your students:

For teaching staff:
•	 Advisories for the show
•	 Learning	outcomes	for	the	season:	this	section	signposts	specific	aims	and	learning	

outcomes linked to the National Curriculum
•	 About our current season: this section gives a brief overview and background 

information about the exhibition

For teaching staff and young people:
•	 General questions to ask at an exhibition: use this section if you only have a short 

time for your visit
•	 Activities: Use this section to encourage your students to look closely and look from 

different viewpoints, and to create their own written and visual reponses to the artwork.

Keep in touch
For more information about facilitated gallery visits, workshops or projects to complement and 
enhance the National Curriculum please download our Education Programme brochure from 
our website: http://derbyquad.co.uk/category/schools or contact to our Education Curator: 
sandrag@derbyquad.co.uk 

Keep up to date
Sign up to our education newsletter http://bit.ly/2FfESUx

We hope you enjoy your visit.
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The exhibition provides excellent opportunities to support your pupils to think about the 
following key concepts:

•	 Contemporary visual art
•	 The use of mixed and digital media
•	 Movement, language and communication

The following activities and discussion points have been designed print out and use at the 
exhibition or in the classroom, and relate to the following areas of the National Curriculum at 
Key Stages 3+:

English:
•	 write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a 

range of contexts, purposes and audiences
•	 use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly 

their understanding and ideas
•	 are competent in the arts of speaking and listening, making formal presentations, 

demonstrating to others and participating in debate.

Art and Design:
•	 produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
•	 evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 
•	 know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and 

cultural development of their art forms

Computing:
•	 can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, 

analytically to solve problems
•	 are	responsible,	competent,	confident	and	creative	users	of	information	and	

communication technology
•	 are	responsible,	competent,	confident	and	creative	users	of	information	and	

communication technology

Learning 
Outcomes

Advisories 
for the show

Due to the nature of the expensive equipment used in this exhibition, we ask that students of all 
ages are supervised at all times, and are accompanied by adults when using the VR equipment.

Photography is permitted throughout the exhibitions.
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QUAD celebrates VR (Virtual Reality) this Autumn with a season exploring a wide range of 
immersive worlds featuring three artists, Rebecca Allen, Zane Zelmene and Leila Johnston. 

Rebecca Allen: Sync(Emerge(Consciousness)), Gallery one

QUAD is pleased to present a solo exhibition of new 
and existing work by the American artist and digital art 
pioneer Rebecca Allen including a new Virtual Reality (VR) 
commission that will premiere as part of the exhibition in 
QUAD Gallery one. Allen is also QUAD International Digital 
Fellow for 2018-2019.

Nearly 30 years ago Allen predicted our futuristic culture, writing in 1989 “…not only will 
people	build	highly	detailed	artificial	worlds	in	the	computer,	but	they	will	also	create	complex	
characters	with	“human-like	behaviour	that	will	“live”	in	these	artificial	environments.	These	new	
worlds will be experienced by the viewer through high resolution displays and the viewer will be 
able to interact with these synthetic characters.”

At the heart of Allen’s complex art-forms are give and take interactions by the viewer when 
inside the artist’s responsive, visionary and uncanny Virtua Reality worlds. There are few other 
experiences that replicate the embrace of Allen’s unique language: a language half-way between 
gesture and thought.

The exhibition at QUAD features recent VR artworks Inside 
and Tangle of Mind and Matter as well as a selection of works 
drawn from her astounding career, including the interactive 
large screen installation Bush Soul (#3) and the video Musique 
Non Stop that the artist made for electronic music pioneers 
Kraftwerk. Curated by Helen Starr, The Mechatronic Library 
and Peter Bonnell, Senior Curator, QUAD.

Allen’s work is exhibited internationally and is part of the 
permanent collection of the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and the Whitney Museum and 
Museum of Modern Art in New York. Previous collaborators include artists such as Kraftwerk, 
Mark Mothersbough (Devo), John Paul Jones (Led Zeppelin), Peter Gabriel, Carter Burwell, Twyla 
Tharp, Joffrey Ballet, La Fura dels Baus and Nam June Paik.

Zane Zelmene: The Specious Present, Gallery two

QUAD has commissioned the Latvian artist Zane Zelmene 
to produce a new, immersive digital installation for her solo 
exhibition The Specious Present, featuring new VR works 
inspired by the natural environment and landscape of the county 
of	Derbyshire,	specifically	the	Peak	District	–	including	the	
prehistoric Stone and Bronze age henge monument Arbor Low 
Stone	Circle.	Zelmene	has	scanned	and	filmed	in	this	once	sacred	

About our 
current season

site to create a VR experience of natural and man-made objects. 
Zelmane comments: “Inspired by megalithic art, ancient myths 
and modern theories about stone circles, this extended reality 
installation merges real and virtual worlds to create an immersive 
experience, where the viewer can interact with the space and 
time	information	of	the	specific	sites	from	their	own	point	of	
view.”

Zane	Zelmene	is	a	new	media	artist	working	in	the	fields	of	video	art,	audio-visual	performance	
and land art. Her work covers a range of diverse areas, and examines the intersection between 
technology and nature, antiquity and modernity, opposites and their coexistence in space. 
Zelmene graduated from the Visual Communication Department at the Art Academy of Latvia 
in 2016, going on to complete her MA in new media art at the University of Lisbon, Portugal in 
2015.

Leila Johnston: Centres of Gravity, Extra Gallery Spaces

QUAD’s Digital Participation Artist in Residence, Leila 
Johnston, will be exhibiting new work in QUAD’S Extra 
Gallery	Spaces.	The	Sheffield-based	artist	collaborated	with	
Déda associate dancers, Daniel Longhurst and Megan Smith 
to create a new body of work, that is in part inspired by 
a workshop about dance and new technologies that Leila 
co-created with dancer Rosa Cisneros for Derbyshire 
Healthcare inpatients. Touching on themes of transformation, 
collaboration and hope in the face of uncertainty, this ambient 
installation	comprises	of	chained	LED	matrices	running	film	off	Raspberry	Pi.	The	LEDs	are	then	
diffused through perspex panels to create a dreamlike effect. Leila has completed residencies in 
the UK and abroad and has exhibited at The Lowry in Manchester and at a number of festivals. 
She	is	Digital	Curator	at	the	Site	Gallery,	Sheffield.

Anim18: VR Gallery, Resource Area

QUAD is excited to present the Anim18 VR Gallery, a 
newly commissioned animated experience, celebrating British 
Animation, supported by Film Hub Wales and Chapter (Cardiff) 
woring with the BFI Film Audience Network. QUAD has 
created a fully VR representation of the main gallery for visitors 
to explore 2D animated works celebrating British Animation. 
Working with local media production pioneers V21 Artspace to 
take 3D scans of our main gallery and recreate the space in a 
fully	explorable	3D	environment.	The	final	work	will	be	available	to	view	in	the	QUAD	Resource	
Area, as well as at participating venues around the country. For more information about the 
Anim18 programme visit anim18.co.uk

About our 
current season
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Ask your students to spend several minutes looking at/exploring the artwork. It’s important that 
they have time to explore the physical gallery space, view individual artworks from a distance as 
well as spending time to examine or interact with the work more closely, before they undertake 
the activities.

Discussion…
Ask your students to think about the exhibition as well as other art forms/artworks that you 
already	know	about.	Use	the	following	questions	to	start	a	group	discussion	to	find	out	what	art	
means to them and how important they think it is:

•	 Who	defines	what	art	is	or	should	be?
•	 Where	is	art	found?
•	 Who	makes	art?
•	 What	questions	does	art	ask	of	us?
•	 How	does	art	make	you	feel?
•	 How	important	do	you	think	the	arts	are?
•	 Is	there	such	a	thing	as	good	and	bad	art?

Written assignment...
Compare and contrast the different approaches to and uses of digital technology used by the 
different artists in the exhibition.

Practical assignment...
Much of Rebecca Allen’s work represents the animated form. Take a look at her earlier works, 
especially  STEPS (1982) and Musique Non-Stop (1986) and examine how she translates the 
moving body into simple block or line animation. Create a short stop motion or digital animation 
using simple colour blocks or lines to represent a moving subject. 

If you need more animation tips check out our animation pack designed for Anim18: http://www.
anim18.co.uk/pack/

Discussion…
Use the following questions as a starting point for discussion about the crossover between digital 
technology, and art and creativity:

•	 Is	digital	media	an	artform?
•	 When creating with digital tools/software do you feel that you are controlling the 

outcome	or	is	the	tool/software	controlling	it?
•	 How	important	are	traditional	design	techniques	and	processes	in	creating	digital	art?
•	 What	was	the	last	creative	thing	you	produced	with	the	aid	of	digital	technology?

Written assignment...
What impact does virtual reality, gaming and social media have on a user’s ability to differentiate 
between real world and virtual experience. You might want to consider some of the following:

•	 the addictive nature of gaming

Activities

AESTHETIC

How is the work made? 
What materials are used? 

How important is the colour?

General Questions
to ask at an exhibition

POSITION

Does the work respond to 
its position in the gallery? Are 
there any links to the pieces 

surrounding it?

RESPONSE

How does the work 
make you feel?

QUESTION OR 
ANSWER

Does the work ask 
a question or tell a fact?

Q or A?

NARRATIVE

Does the work tell a 
story? Does it remind you of 

anything?

CONTEXT

Does 
the work 

respond to 
anything social, 

political or 
historical?

What is the name 
of the work?

Does the title or 
description help 
with interpreta-

tion?

TITLE
& description
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•	 fake news
•	 positive applications of technology used for good purpose (medicine, environment, 

scientific	advancement	etc.)
•	 creative applications of technology used for learning or entertainment

Discussion...
Use the following statements as a starting point for discussion about the social, moral and ethical 
implications of new and future technologies, and our relationship with them:

•	 One day computers will rule the world
•	 We will be reliant on computers
•	 We	will	become	slaves	to	computers	and	artificially	intelligent	technology
•	 We will have a symbiotic relationship with technology

Written assignment...
Use the General questions to ask at an exhibition page to help you write an exhibition 
review. You will need to describe:

•	 The gallery environment, what you can see and hear
•	 The artworks, what they look like, who made them, what materials, technologies and 

processes have been used
•	 The participatory and digital elements of the exhibition, how easy it is to use and how 

engaging it is
•	 What you personally thought about the exhibition, whether you enjoyed it as a whole 

(or not), and particular things you found interesting or visually pleasing
•	 When talking or writing about art, it is emportant to develop your own opinions about 

what you like (or don’t like) and what you have understood (or not). Your opinion is 
equally as valid as any other visitor, critic or academic but you must be able to justify 
yourself by saying why - don’t just tell the reader what you saw, them them how it made 
you feel and why.

Practical assignment...
Most of the artworks place a heavy emphasis on the environment that the user is immersed 
in, and are very futuristic or surrealistic. Design or produce a photographic image for the front 
cover	of	a	paperback	version	of	one	(or	more)	of	the	pieces	of	classic	science	fiction	below.

You will need to take the following into consideration for your design: 
•	 The genre
•	 Title and author’s name
•	 Key	theme	or	scene	that	can	illustrate	the	whole	book	•	Use	of	colour	and	text
•	 arget audience
•	 Key characters in the book
•	 Standard paperback dimensions: 130mm x 198mm

Dune, Frank Herbert, 1965
Set in the distant future, Dune tells the story of young Paul Atreides, whose noble family accepts 
the stewardship of the desert planet Arrakis. As this planet is the only source of the oracular 

Activities

spice melange, the most important and valuable substance in the universe, control of Arrakis is 
a coveted—and dangerous—undertaking. The story explores the multi-layered interactions of 
politics, religion, ecology, technology, and human emotion, as the factions of the empire confront 
each other in a struggle for the control of Arrakis and its spice.

The Dispossed, Ursula K Le Guin, 1974
The story is set on radically different societies on two close planets. On Urras, there are 
multiple states, each with their own government. On Anarres, there is no government or 
economic system. Shevek, a physicist on Anarres, wants to break the rules of his world and 
travel to Urras, not only to speak with other physicists who understand and are excited by his 
theories, but to promote friendship between the two planets. However, when Shevek spends a 
little time on Urras, he discovers that utopia is not all he thought it would be. 

The Martian, Andy Weir, 2011
NASA’s Ares 3 mission arrives for a month-long stay on Mars. An intense dust and wind storm 
threatens their stay and, during a hurried evacuation, astronaut Mark Watney, a botanist and 
engineer	is	flung	out	of	sight	and	left	for		dead	as	the	rest	of	the	crew	take	off	for	Earth.	

However, Watney is not dead and he has to rely on his resourcefulness to survive. He begins a 
log of his experiences, solving each challenge in turn as it confronts him, growing potatoes in the 
crew’s Martian habitat, and burning hydrazine to generate water for the plants.

NASA eventually discovers that Watney is alive and begin devising ways to rescue him. The story 
tells his of Wantey’s preparations for and the epic journey to the rescue mission landing site .
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